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Cars24 To Raise $350 Mn; Plans To Go IPO In 18-24 
Months 

 - Cars24 is in talks to raise fresh round of funding from DST 
Global, SoftBank, Falcon Edge Capital & others 

 - Cars24 will become second automobile classified platform 
to go for IPO after CarTrade 

 - Cars24 entered unicorn club after rasing $200 Mn last 
year 
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Central Govt Awaits Cabinet Clearance Of 
Cryptocurrency Bill 

 - The central government doesn’t have any information on 
total number of crypto exchanges platform in India 

 - RBI last month had announced possible it is working 
towards a ‘phased implementation’ of strategy and 
examining uses of CBDC 

 - Around 1.5 Cr Indians have invested in cryptocurrencies 
to the tune of INR 15,000 Cr 
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1k Kirana Bazaar Raises $7 Mn In Series A Funding 

 - The funding round was led by Info Edge Ventures and 
Falcon Edge 

 - 1k Kirana Bazaar is a consumer-focused retail brand that 
partners with neighbourhood kirana stores in india’s smaller 
towns and helps them compete in both online and offline 
retail 

 - 1k Kirana Bazar will use the funds to building technology 
and business expansion in India 
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Education Loan Provider Eduvanz Raises INR 100 Cr 
Led By JuvoVentures, Others 

 - The company will also use this funding to expand its 
offerings, to develop a stronger information technology (IT) 
infrastructure as well as enhance its artificial intelligence (AI) 
and machine learning (ML) capabilities 

 - Eduvanz is a digital finance company that provides 
education loans starting from zero interest for students and 
skill seekers 

 - Prior to this round, the startup raised $10 Mn in debt 
funding from multiple financial institutions including InCred 
Financial Services, Vivriti Capital, and Northern Arc Capital 
in February, 2021 
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Logistics Startup Smart Express Bags INR 100 Cr From 
IIFL 

 - Smiti Holding & Trading Company (Jalaj Dani Family 
office), founder of Smart Express Yogesh Dhingra along with 
other co-founder participated in the round 

 - Smart Express will utilise the fund for team building and 
creating pick-up and delivery and transit hub infrastructure 

 - Smart Express to commence its operation during the 
festive season in 30 Indian cities 
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Gaming Platform Games24x7 Invests In Digital Cricket 
Network CricHeroes 

 - CricHeroes is digitizing cricket at state and district level as 
well and players are using their statistics from the 
CricHeroes app for various official tournaments 

 - Through this investment, Games24x7 will get access to an 
even more extensive user base as well as potential 
partnerships 

 - The esports sector is projected to grow by 36% CAGR in 
the next 3 years 
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